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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff/Appellee, 
v. 
SUM OLIVE, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
PRIORITY 2 
Case#20030359-CA 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
This is an appeal from a Final Judgement and Commitment in the Third Judicial 
District Court, Salt Lake County, for a jury trial conviction of one count of Murder 
(U.CA. §76-5-203), one count of Aggravated Kidnaping (U.C. A. §76-5-302) and one 
count of Conspiracy (U.C. A. §76-4-201), the Honorable Anthony B. Quinn presiding 
The verdict resulted in a sentence of five years to life in the Utah State Prison on 
the Murder conviction, fifteen years to life on the Aggravated Kidnaping Conviction to 
run consecutively to each other and a sentence of 90 days in jail to run concurrently with 
the first imposed sentences. 
This appeal is filed pursuant to the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure. This 
Court has jurisdiction to review the conviction pursuant to Rule 3(a) and Rule 4 of the 
Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure and Utah Code Annotated §78-2a-3. 
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
AND STANDARD OF APPELLATE REVIEW 
Ms, Olive raises one issue on appeal with three separate basis for reversal; the 
felony murder rule should not apply to her actions on the night of May 3, 2002, First, it 
should not apply because the rule is out-dated and should be abrogated now that 
enhanced penalties for gangs and minimum mandatory sentences are imposed. Second, 
by applying both the felony murder statute and the gang enhancements and the minimum 
mandatory sentences the jury and trial court violated the double jeopardy provisions of 
state and federal law. Third, there was insufficient evidence to support the underlying 
predicate act of Aggravated Kidnaping. Trial counsel did not raise any of these issues in 
the trial court and therefore Ms, Olive asserts that she has the right to raise it here under 
the doctrine of Plain Error, the claim of ineffective assistance of counsel and Rule 22(e) 
of the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure which will allow for correction of an illegal 
sentence even if raised for the first time on appeal, 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: 
In reviewing a jury verdict the court views the evidence and all reasonable 
inferences in a light most favorable to the verdict State v, Dunn. 850 P.2d 1201 (Utah 
1993). 
This Court has ruled that a sentence will not be overturned on appeal unless the 
trial court has abused its discretion, failed to consider all legally relevant factors, or 
imposed a sentence that exceeds legally prescribed limits." State v. Nuttall 861 P. 2d 454, 
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457 (Utah CtApp. 1993); State v. Schweitzer. 943 P.2d649, 651 (Utah CtApp 1997). 
In relation to sentence issues this Court has held that imposition of a sentence is 
within the discretion of the trial court. See Schweitzer at 651. " We will reverse only if 
the sentence was imposed without regard to 'legally relevant factors" or in an 
"inherently unfair" manner, or if the sentence was "clearly excessive" or exceeded the 
"limits prescribed by law." Id 
In so far as Ms. Olive's claim was not raised below, she should be allowed to raise 
the issue here for the first time pursuant to the Plain Error Doctrine asserting 1) the 
error exists, 2) the error should have been obvious to the trial court and 3) the error is 
harmful i.e., absent the error there is a reasonable likelihood of a more favorable 
outcome, or the reviewing Court's confidence in the verdict is undermined. State v. 
Hubbard. 48 P. 3d 953, 965 (Utah 2002), citing State v. Dunn. 850 P. 2d 1202, 1208 
(Utah 1993). 
To the extent that it is necessary, Ms. Olive asserts that failure to raise the issue 
either as a pre-trial motion or injury instructions was ineffective assistance of counsel by 
her trial attorney. 
To establish ineffective assistance of counsel, a defendant must show that trial 
counsel "^rendered deficient performance [that] fell below an objective standard of 
reasonable professional judgment' and that ^counsel's performance prejudiced'" the 
defendant. State v. Maestas. 984P.2d376 (Utah 1999), citing Strickland v. Washington. 
466 U.S. 668 (1984). 
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CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS. STATUTES. AND RULES 
Any relevant text of constitutions, statutory provisions, or rules referenced in this 
brief and pertinent to the issues now before the court on appeal are contained herein 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On May 9, 2002, an arrest warrant was issued by the Salt Lake District Attorney 
for Silia Olive (District Court Docket, Index, Page l)1, the accompanying criminal 
Information alleged that Ms. Olive had committed Aggravated Robbery, a violation of 
Utah Code Annotated §76-6-302, in that Ms. Olive, Anthony Lavulo, Darius Malaga and 
others lured Keith Williams to Ms. Olive's home to rob and assault him (D 2-5). The 
information provided that as the alleged act was committed by two or more persons the 
crime would be enhanced pursuant to §76-3-203.1 (D 4). Ms. Olive appeared in Court 
before the Honorable Frank Noel on May 23, 2003 for arraignment and the Salt Legal 
Defender's Office was appointed to represent her (D. 19) however, as there were multiple 
defendants in the case the office withdrew and appointed attorney Manny Garcia as 
counsel to represent Ms. Olive (D. 22) and he remained counsel through trial and 
sentence. 
Voluminous amounts of discovery were provided to counsel (D. 28-34, 38-39, 40-
41, 42-43, 45-47, 48-49 50-51, 52-53, 66-67, 87-88, 94-95, 96-97, 163-164, 167-168). 
On August 22, 2002 a preliminary was held in which only Silia Olive and William 
1
 Hereafter when citing the specific page of reference for the District Court Docket Index 
to support the stated fact, the Docket Index will be referred to as "D " with the pagination 
number being listed to the immediate right. 
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Wallace participated. Tony Pita waived his right to the preliminary hearing and was 
bound over for trial (D. 68-69). 
Prior to the testimony starting in Silia Olive's case the prosecutor filed an 
Amended Information alleging the original count of Aggravated Robbery, but added as 
Count II Aggravated Kidnaping of victim Amy Tavey, a violation of§76-5-302, with the 
enhancement for two or more persons being involved; Count III Criminal Homicide 
(Murder), of victim Amy Tavey, a violation of §76-5-203(2) (d), with the murder alleged 
to have occuredin the course of a predicate offense; and Count IV, Conspiracy, alleging 
the conspiracy to murder Keith Williams, a violation of §76-4-201 (D. 63). 
The trial Court bound Ms. Olive over on all four counts (D 69) and set the matter 
for a motion hearing on consolidating the cases of Darius Malaga and Silia Olive who 
were the only two defendants who had not either taken a plea or were in the process of 
taking one to reduced charges. On October 23, 2002, Judge Quinn granted the motion to 
consolidate the cases of Olive and Malaga (D. 90). 
On January 9, 2003 the State filed a Motion titled " State's Proffer of Evidence 
Re: Existence of a Conspiracy to Rob and Kill Keith Williams " (D 146)2 which alleged 
that onMay 3, 2002 at about 7:00 p.m. Amanda Miller received a phone callfromMs. 
Olive asking for a favor but Olive would not tell Miller over the phone about what the 
favor was to be. About nine that night Silia Olive, Darius Malaga and Tony Pita picked 
2The facts in the State's motion were taken from the Preliminary Hearing held on August 
22, 2002 and are offered here as background information as to which defendants pled guilty 
prior to trial and what "conspiracy " was at issue in the State's motion. 
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up Amanda Miller and went to Silia Olive's apartment where Silia and her boyfriend 
Anthony Lavuio lived. Once at the apartment Silia Olive asked Amanda Miller to make a 
call to Keith Williams. The idea was to get Keith Williams to come to the apartment so 
that Darius Malaga, Anthony Lavuio, Tony Pita and Raymond Wallace-along with Silia 
Olive could uput him in the closet. " (D 147). 
As set out further in the factual statement, Keith Williams did arrive at the 
apartment and brought his girlfriend Amy Tavey with him. Keith Williams was assaulted, 
robbed and taken from the apartment Amy Tavey, Keith William's girlfriend was taken 
from the apartment that night and later killed by Darius Malaga. (D 131-135). 
Prior to the trial of Silia Olive and Darius Malaga, the co-defendants pled as 
follows; Anthony Lavuio pled guilty to one count of Aggravated Robbery of Keith 
Williams (D 147), Tony Pita pled guilty to one count of Aggravated Robbery of Keith 
Williams (D 148). William Wallace's adjudication is not referenced in the record in this 
case. At trial Tony Pita refused to testify and "took the fifth " (Trial Transcript, page 
786). 
Amanda Miller and Liti Lao, two other females involved that night were not 
convicted of any crime arising out of their actions that night according to the trial 
testimony. The case proceed to trial on January 21, 2003 and concluded on January 28, 
2003 (D 182-185) with six days of testimony which included the testimony of the prior co-
defendants and Amanda Miller and Liti Lao. On January 28, 2003 the jury found Silia 
Olive guilty of Murder, Aggravated Kidnaping of Amy Tavey and Conspiracy to Assault 
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Keith Williams (D. 305). 
On March 17, 2003, Judge Quinn sentenced Silia Olive to five years to life in the 
Utah State Prison for the Homicide, fifteen years to life for the Aggravated Kidnaping to 
be served consecutive and one year in jail to run concurrent with the prison time for the 
Conspiracy conviction (D 307). On April 15, 2003 Manny Garcia filed a timely Notice of 
Appeal on behalf of Silia Olive (D 312). The Utah Supreme Court pursuant to Utah 
Code Annotated §78-2-2 (4) transferred the case to the Utah Court of Appeals for further 
disposition (D 332). 
Counsel Julie George was appointed to pursue the appeal and after filing a second 
request for extension of time files this brief on January 31, 2004. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
Silia Olive in May 2002, was familiar with Amanda Miller as a friend, Anthony 
Lavulo as a boyfriend, Darius Malaga, William Wallace and Tony Pita as acquaintances. 
Amanda Miller, who was seventeen years old at the time, (Transcript of Trial, page 133/ 
met Silia Olive at the Copper Hills rehabilitation center where Silia Olive worked and 
Amanda Miller was a patient in for drug treatment (T134). Amanda Miller (hereafter 
referred to as Miller) and Silia Olive were friends and saw each other multiple times a 
week (T139). Anthony Lavulo was Silia's boyfriend and they lived together in an 
apartment in Salt Lake (T139). Silia Olive is referred to as "Lia " by her friends and 
3The citations to the trial Court transcript of the trial held from January 21 to January 
28, 2003 will be cited to as T, with the exact page number citation appearing to the right of the 
"T" to refer to the page in the transcripts from which the factual statement is taken. 
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family. 
On May 3, 2002 Miller was staying at the Laos family home in Salt Lake were she 
was friends with two of the girls in the home (T140). Some time in the evening on the 3rd 
Miller was called by Silia Olive (referred to as Lia throughout the trial transcript, 
however, she will be referred to as Olive here so as to avoid confusion with references to 
her and "Liti", another girl present that night) (T140-142). Olive came to pick up 
Miller with Darius Malaga and Toney Pita (hereafter referred to as Malaga and Pita) in 
the car (T143). Miller was familiar with Malaga as they were having sex and using 
drugs together (T189). Miller was acquainted with Pita and eventually they all went 
back to Olives' apartment where they met with Marguerite Lao (hereafter referred to as 
Liti), William Wallace and Anthony Lavulo (hereafter referred to as Wallace andLavulot 
respectively) (T143-145). 
Once at the apartment Miller testified that Olive asked her to call Keith Williams 
(hereafter referred to as Williams) , known as "Boss " (T145) who was a drug dealer, 
from whom Miller had purchased crystal methamphetamine (T146). According to 
Miller, Olive wanted Miller to ask Keith Williams to come over to the apartment so that 
Olive, Lavulo, Wallace, Pita and Malaga could kill him (T147). However, Miller also 
testified that she was interested in Williams and wanted to have him come over to the 
apartment so that Miller could talk to him about getting together as well as to buy some 
drugs from him (T191). Miller used Malaga fs cellular phone and called Williams five or 
six times before he actually answered the phone. Miller told him she wanted to buy 
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crystal methfrom him to induce him to come to the apartment (T148). Miller told 
Williams she was in the apartment alone (T196). Only later did Olive talk to Williams 
aswell(T149). 
Miller testified that after getting to the apartment, Olive took Miller back to the 
bedroom where Liti was sleeping and told her of the "plan " that they had come up with 
to lure Williams to the apartment, steal from him and "put him in the closet f\ During the 
time Olive was telling Miller was going to happen, Malaga, Lavulo, Wallace and Pita 
were coming in and out of the bedroom (T 214). 
Miller testified that while she was on the phone with Williams that Olive was 
telling everyone where to be to get ready for him (T149). About five minutes before 
Williams arrived he called and talked to Olive. Williams asked if he could bring his 
girlfriend Amy Tavey with him to Olive's apartment and Olive said "yes " (T150). 
Before Williams arrived, Miller went into one of two bedrooms (T151). Olive was 
standing by the door (T155), Malaga was in the kitchen by the front door to the 
apartment (T156) and Miller thought the rest, i.e., Wallace, Pita andLavulo were in the 
living room (T156). When Williams walked in the apartment Malaga hit him over the 
head with what Miller had previously testified was a gun (T15 7). Williams fell to the 
floor and Malaga, Pita and Wallace began to beat Williams (T158). 
Williams testified that earlier in the day he was at a girl named "Jaime's " house 
and he was sleeping. When he woke up he checked his phone and called back all the 
numbers of his "missed calls " on his cellphone (T 356). When Williams called back one 
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of the missed calls Olive answered the phone. He recognized her voice as they were 
friends and Williams was her drug dealer (T 357). Olive sounded surprised to hear from 
Williams\ joked around with him and then put him on hold. After a while Williams hung 
up the phone (T 358). After getting off the phone, Williams left Jaime's house and went 
home to his house where his wife was waiting. Williams dropped off his son and then 
went and picked up his girlfriend. Amy Tavey, and went to do business with his friends (T 
359). Later that night Miller called and tried to get Williams to sell her some meth and 
asked if he would come see her (T 362). Williams testified that he was going to go get 
Miller to hang out with her and drive around (T 362). 
Around 1:00 a.m., Williams was on his way to Olive's apartment to meet Miller 
and he called to say he was on his way (T 363). Olive talked to him and Williams said he 
was bringing Tavey with him and he would be there in a few minutes (T 363). Williams 
asked if it was alright to bring Tavey with him and Olive said yes (T 363). Williams was 
going over to Olive's to meet Miller and to talk to Olive about buying meth from a 
mutual acquaintance which Williams could turn around and sell to make money (T 364). 
Williams also wanted Olive's help to sell his stereo and computer (T 364). Williams 
wanted to get a motel room for Tavey as Williams was living at home with his wife and 
could not take his girlfriend there (T 364). He though he could sell the stereo or 
computer, sell the meth they could obtain from a supplier or collect money from Olive 
andLavulofor a prior debt they owed him (T 364). 
Williams needed Olive to get the meth from a dealer named "Liz" or "mama" that 
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Williams could not go to himself(T 366). Williams had been accused of shooting at 
"Mama "a. k a. "Liz " and therefore she would not sell anymore drugs to him (T 366-367). 
Williams was going to use Olive to get the drugs from "Mama " who was also his son ys 
nanny at one time (T 366). 
When Williams got to the apartment he tried to convince Tavey to take his car and 
go vacuum it for him and call him on the cellphone when she was done to come get him 
(T 368). Tavey decided not do that and to go inside with him-she had on a t-shirt so he 
got her a black leather "USA "jacket and she put it on (T 368) and followed him up to 
the apartment (T 368). 
Williams was wearing a yellow and black sweat suit, a white t-shirt, two 
necklaces, a ring, two watches and a bracelet, earrings and was carrying a wallet (T 
3 71). Williams was approaching the apartment and saw Olive on the balcony having a 
cigarette (T 372). They started to joke around-he described their friendship as one in 
which it "just clicked'9 "we joked around" (T 372). Olive took one last drag on her 
cigarette and went inside as Williams and Tavey were approaching the apartment door 
(T 3 72). Williams was accustomed to just walking in the door when he was the dealer for 
Olive but since he had Liz a. k. a. "Mama " take over that area for him he had not been 
over there (T 373). In fact Williams thought Liz might be staying with Olive at the time 
so he parked his car in the parking lot away from Olive's apartment I case Liz was there 
so that she would not see his car when he pulled in (T 408). 
The door was locked so Williams knocked on the door (T 373) and Olive opened 
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the door and backed up (T3 73). Olive was smiling at Williams when she opened the 
door. However Olive looked behind Williams as he entered the apartment-looking at 
Darius Malaga who was behind Williams now that he was in the apartment-and the smile 
"just dropped from her face " (T 3 74). When that happened Williams turned to look at 
what Olive had looked at and he saw Malaga (T 3 74). Just as Williams saw Malaga, 
Malaga hit Williams in the head with a gun (T 3 75). Williams knew Malaga as he had 
met him before at Olive's. Williams had gone over to talk to Olive about his recent drug 
bust and Malaga and Wallace were there and they confronted Williams about a conflict 
he had with one of their friends named "Junior" (T 376). As Malaga jumped Williams, 
Williams saw Wallace, Lavulo and Pita come after him as well. Williams tried to push 
Tavey out the door but could not do so (T 378). Eventually Williams stopped resisting (T 
3 78). He saw Amanda peeking out at him from a bedroom (T 396). Williams also saw 
Liti on a couch pretending to be asleep (T 400). 
Malaga was telling Williams that he would sexually assault him, that he would kill 
him and throughout the tirade tell him to shut up (T 378). After the men were done 
hitting him, Malaga and Wallace started taking his wallet, ring, necklaces, bracelet, 
watch and cellphone (T 379). Malaga told Williams that he was doing this to him 
because Williams had shot at Liz a. k. a Mama ( 380). 
After taking his belongings William's beanie cap was pulled over his eyes and 
taped to him. His hands were taped with duct tape, his mouth was taped shut and he was 
taken into the bathroom (T 381). Williams did not see Tavey after he tried to push her 
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out the door but heard one of the men say they were going to rape her (T 383). 
While all of this was happening Olive had backed up all the way towards the 
bedroom furthest in the back of the apartment (T 384). Williams was taken into the 
bathroom and put on the toilet where he was able to talk (the tape was coming off his 
mouth) and was telling the men that his wife knew where he was and if he did not call 
right away she would call the police (T 385). While Wallace and Pita stayed in the 
bathroom to watch Williams, Malaga kept going from the bathroom to the other rooms 
and back (T 386). After a few minutes 10 or 15 or so, Malaga and Wallace grabbed 
Williams each holding an arm and walked him down the stairs and outside to where 
Williams car was now parked (it was moved from where Williams left it) and they put 
Williams in the trunk of the car (T 387). 
Williams was able to pull off his beanie, get his hands free of the tape and pull the 
trunk latch on his car. He rolled out of the trunk and ran to the 7-11 and called the 
police (T 389-393). Williams believed Tavey was still at the apartment (T 394). Williams 
directed the police to the apartment but the police only found the black leather jacket 
Tavey was wearing and her purse (T 394). No one was in the apartment (T 394). 
Williams knew for a fact that Tavey had left her purse in the car-she did not take it into 
the apartment (T 395). 
According to Miller, after the initial assault on Williams, she saw Lavulo take a 
ring off of William's finger (T184) and William's clothes on the floor (T184). Miller 
also testified that William's clothes were taken off of him and he was in boxer shorts and 
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a t-shirt, however Williams never said his clothes were removed and the officer Williams 
talked to immediately after the assault testified that Williams never said his clothes were 
removed (T 457). 
Miller believed that Amy Tavey (hereafter referred to as Tavey) who had come 
into the apartment immediately behind Williams was in the apartment at that time. As 
Tavey walked in and saw what was happening her mouth dropped open (T199). Olive 
put her hand up over Tavey's mouth (T158). Miller testified that Tavey was wearing 
blue jeans, a red t-shirt and was adamant that Tavey was not wearing a black leather 
jacket (T159). Miller testified that Olive walked Tavey to Olive's bedroom in the back 
of the apartment (T159). They walked arm in arm (with no sign that Olive was taking 
Tavey against her will (T199)). Once back in the bedroom Olive put a "hoodie " 
sweatshirt type of shirt on Tavey that was red in color (T161). Liti was in the bedroom 
but seemed to be sleeping (T161), not on the couch as Williams testified (T 400). 
Miller later saw Williams in the bathroom-not on the toilet as Williams testified he 
was—but on the floor up against a wall with the others, Malaga, Wallace and Pita 
around him. On the bathroom floor was plastic that Miller testified Olive had said to put 
there in case of a mess (T165). Eventually Miller saw Williams walk out of the 
apartment with the men and Olive walked Tavey out of the apartment (T166). 
Tavey got into Olive's car in the back seat, next to Liti with a bunch of clothes and 
things on the other side ofTavey (T167). Olive got in the driver's side of the car, Lavulo 
got in the passenger's side and Miller got in the middle of the front seat between Olive 
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and Lavulo (T167). Olive drove the car-followed by another car with Williams and the 
other men in it-to Riverside Drive. 
Liti testified that Miller was already downstairs when Olive woke up Liti and told 
her and Tavey <(lets go " and the three of them walked downstairs to get into Olive's car 
(T 500-501). 
Williams testified that within seconds after Malaga was driving off with Williams 
in the trunk, Williams escaped from the trunk the lid of the trunk snapped shut, and 
Williams ran off down the road-the opposite way Malaga was driving-to the 7-11 to call 
the police (T 390-391). Williams did not see another coming, he did not see Olive's car 
being followed by the other car-he saw no other vehicles as he escaped from the trunk 
and was running back down the road to the 7-11 store (T 406). Williams was adamant 
that Olive was not following the car he had just escapedfrom-there was no other car 
there (T 434). 
While in the car Olive told Tavey that she was doing her a favor and if Tavey 
stayed quiet nothing would happen to her (T 236). Riverside Drive is next to the Lao's 
house. While Olive, Tavey\ Lavulo and Liti stayed in the car, Miller got out of the car 
and went inside the Lao's house where she saw the uncle by the name of Harold in the 
kitchen(T169). However, Howard testified that he never saw Miller that night and there 
is absolutely no way Miller could have come into the house that night without him seeing 
her (T 958-960). 
Miller testified that she went inside the house, past Howard, and climbed into bed 
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with Liti 9s little sister Nia, and was trying to go to sleep when she heard gun shots (T 
169-172) and asked Nia what time it was. Nia responded that the time was 
approximately 3:40 am. (T236). 
In the next few days Miller realized the police wanted her in connection with the 
case. A drug dealer associated with Malaga took Miller to a hotel (T 245). Miller 
testified that she ran away from home the night police interviewed her and she went to a 
hotel where she stayed with Malaga and saw his possession of a gun (T174-175) similar 
to what was used on Williams a few nights earlier in Olive fs apartment. 
During cross examination Miller admitted that during a prior police interview she 
told the police that she never saw Williams enter the apartment as she was in the back 
bedroom listening to the radio (T 268). Miller also was confused about whether Williams 
was hit with a gun or a bottle or another object when he came into the apartment but 
thought it was most likely a bottle (T 309). Miller's testimony that Tavey was not 
wearing a black leather jacket-only a red t-shirt- was contradicted by Williams who 
testified that he saw Tavey in the jacket as they went into the apartment (T 368, 442). 
Additionally, Miller admitted that she had told police she had consumed a few 
beers that night-which contradicted her trial testimony that she had only one beer (T 
272). Miller admitted, again under cross examination, that while hiding out in the motel 
with Malaga that Pita was there as well (T 302). Miller also admitted to lying, under 
oath at the preliminary hearing ofSilia Olive, about the drug dealer that picked her up 
and took her to the motel to stay with Malaga and Pita (T 302). 
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Liti testified that her full name is Marguarite Lao and that she is Silia Olive's 
cousin (T 466). Liti was asleep in Olive's bedroom that night when Olive and Tavey came 
into the bedroom. Tavey was crying (T 470) and asked Olive not to hurt her. Olive told 
Tavey to be quiet (T 471). Liti also saw Williams and a male walk to the bathroom (T 
471). After a few minutes Liti, Olive, Tavey, Miller andLavulo went outside and got into 
Olive's car (T 4 76-477). They drove to Liti's parents house where Miller got out of the 
car and went in to Liti's house (T 477). Liti could not recall any conversations at all or 
what anyone was wearing. After Miller left the car Malaga came up to the car (T 480). 
Liti did not remember a car or anyone else with Malaga (T 480). Liti saw her brother, 
Sateki Lao, leave her parents house and walk across the street to his house and Olive 
waived to him (T 481). Liti had no idea if Sateki saw Olive-he did not waive back or 
acknowledge that he saw her waive to him (T 480). 
When Malaga walked up to the car Liti got out and approached him and asked if 
he was alright (T 482) because Malaga looked very upset or angry (T 540). Malaga did 
not respond other than to ask "Where's the girl? "(T 482). Liti told Malaga that Tavey 
was in the car, Malaga got Tavey out of the car, walked her away from the car and then 
Liti got back into the car (T 483-484). A few moments later Liti heard gun shots and 
Olive drove away from the area (T 484). Under cross examination Liti admitted that she 
used meth every day but stated she was not addicted to it (T 522). 
Liti also admitted that she talked to the police after the murder but the police did 
not believe what she told them (T 525). The police told her she could get the death 
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penalty and that she could be someone who cooperated and have no charges filed or not 
cooperate and go to prison or be executed (T 525-528). Liti was told she had to 
cooperate and that her story had to be consistent with what she revealed and what the 
police revealed to her in her interviews (T 527). 
Tavey 's body was found the next morning floating in the Jordan River where 
Malaga had walked away with her (T 543) she was murdered by shots fired from a. 380 
handgun which were later identified as coming from the gun found in Las Vegas where 
Malaga fled after the murder (T 692-698, 761). Malaga admitted to his friend Junior 
that he had killed Tavey (T 616). Malaga later disposed of William 9s car in afield by 
trying to set it on fire (T 552, 575, 579). 
Olive and her boyfriend Anthony Lavulo were arrested walking on the street in 
Bountiful, Utah and were taken into custody without incident (T 586). Malaga, Pita and 
Wallace got a ride from a friend, Brienna Stellfrom Salt Lake to Las Vegas where they 
were later arrested (595-600). 
Junior Tuaone was familiar with Malaga and Wallace. The day after the murder 
of Tavey Junior had a conversation with Malaga in which Darius Malaga admitted to 
Junior that Darius had robbed Keith Williams and murdered Amy Tavey at the river (T 
615). 
Pakileata Olive, Silia Olive's sister-in-law was at the Lao residence the night that 
Tavey was killed at the river. Pakileata was in the kitchen of the Lao house cooking 
chicken for a party the next day and saw Amanda Miller enter the home at around 2:50 
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in the morning (T 786-789), Pakileata was lying down in the bedroom with Nia when 
Miller came and tapped on the window and asked Nia to let her come in (T 791-792), 
Nia told her to go around to the back kitchen door. When Miller was in the backyard 
Pakileata could hear Liti 's voice there as well, Liti asked Nia to give her the phone (T 
793). Miller came into the house and Liti stayed outside and talked to someone on a 
cordless phone (T 796). At around 3:15 a, m, Pakileata went outside and saw a white car 
that she believed was Silia Olive's car and three people outside the car talking but she 
could not identify the people (T 799). 
Silia Olive testified that she did work at Copper Hills, as staff but not as a 
counselor (803). Olive started using drugs when she and her boyfriend began having 
troubles in their relationship (T 804). At first she got the drugs from her cousin and then 
from Keith Williams (T 804), Olive then met Liz a, k a Mama through Williams and then 
Liz moved in with Olive (T 804). Liz gave Olive meth in exchange for rent (T 805). Olive 
was using a lot of drugs from February or March 2002 to May (T805). 
There was an "understanding " that Darius Malaga could stay at the apartment 
whenever he wanted to do so (T 807). Although Olive did not like the idea, Malaga was a 
friend of Anthony Lavulo (Olive's boyfriend) so she did not have a choice (T 807). 
Malaga kept guns in the apartment and Olive had asked that they get them out and 
eventually they did so (T807). 
Eventually Olive ys drug usage became so bad that she lost her job (T809). Her 
house was mess (1810) and she was getting high almost every day. Olive and Miller 
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began to hang out together and do drugs together (T 813), Miller was getting money to 
buy drugs working as an "escort" and Olive decided it was better to come to her house 
and use for free than associate with the "wrong" people (T 813-815). 
Wallace, Pita and Malaga would come over all of the time and stay and the extra 
bedroom was eventually used for them (T 816). Liz, Malaga or Lavulo would pay for 
whatever Olive needed (T 816). Although Olive was the one in control in her 
relationship with Lavulo, she had no control over Darius Malaga (T 817). 
The last time prior to May 3, 2002 that Olive had seen Amy Tavey, Amy was 
estranged from Keith Williams and came over to Olive }s with her boyfriend Kao (T820). 
Amy Tavey had indicated that she did not want to associate with Keith Williams anymore 
and that he was in jail (T 820-821). While Williams was in jail Olive was getting her 
drugs from Liz. Liz did not want Williams to know she was selling to Olive (T 821). 
On May 3, 2002\ Malaga wanted to entice Keith Williams to come to the 
apartment where Lavulo and Olive lived. Malaga was staying there as well and wanted 
to get Williams to come to that location. Malaga told Olive to call Williams and get him 
to come over (T. 823). Olive and Williams had not seen each other in a long time and 
Williams knew Liz was living there so Olive did not believe that Williams would respond 
to her call (T 823). 
Malaga knew that Williams liked Miller and if Miller called Williams that he 
would come over (T 823-824). At Malaga's direction (T 823) Olive called Miller and 
asked her for a favor (T 822). The Lao family did not want men calling there and would 
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hang up the phone (T 824). If a female called the Laos would allow the girls to talk on 
the phone (T 824). So Olive, not Malaga or one of the other men, called to talk to Miller 
(T823). 
Malaga had Olive drive him and Pita over to the Lao house to pick up Miller (T 
824). While Miller got into the car Olive called her brother and talked to her sister-in-
law (T 826). Olive was driving back to the apartment when her cousin called and told 
her that her uncle was therefrom Tonga and wanted to see her. Olive drove to her 
cousin's house to visit him (T 826). Olive invited them to come to the apartment to visit 
that night. Pita asked live to go inside and her cousin Crystal come out to talk to him (T 
827). Malaga then said ti was time to leave-he said that Brock was bringing food over 
to the apartment to have Olive cook (T827). 
When they returned to the apartment Lavulo was upset with Olive for being gone 
all day with Malaga and Pita (T 828). Liti and Wallace were in the kitchen cooking the 
food that had been brought over (T828) and Lavulo took Olive into the bedroom to talk 
because he was upset that she had been gone so long and not answered his calls (T 828). 
They got into a fight, made up and then fell asleep. Olive woke up at 10:30 or 11:00 pm. 
to Miller knocking on her door (T 829). Olive adamantly denies that she ever took Miller 
into a room to discuss any "plan with her" (T829). 
Olive was adamant that Malaga wanted Olive to have Williams come over to the 
apartment because he wanted to ((kick his [William's] ass " (T 832). Malaga never 
discussed a "plan" to kidnap Williams, to tie him up, to take him anywhere-just to beat 
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him up (T 832). Malaga asked Olive to get Williams to come over, told Olive to get 
Miller to make the call and told her he wanted Williams there so he could beat him up 
(T832-834). Olive told Miller that she needed to call Williams and get him to come over 
(T 833). That was the extent of Olive's involvement with enticing Williams to come over. 
During the evening Olive was gathering her stuff and getting Miller andLiti ready 
to leave. Olive did not want to stay at the apartment that night because of fear of gang 
activity and was going to stay at her mother' s house (T 835). While loading her 
belongings in the car, Miller came down to Olive and asked Olive to call Williams and 
tell him it was alright to come over (T 836). 
Olive talked to Williams and they did not talk about selling the computer or stereo 
as Williams testified-they only discussed him coming over and Williams wanted Olive to 
front a half ounce of dope from Liz (836). Olive tried to get the drugs but Liz refused to 
front them for Williams (T 83 7). Olive called Williams back and said she would get them 
from somewhere else (T 83 7). Williams called back to say he was on his way and let 
Olive know Amy Tavey was with him (T 838). Olive was on the balcony smoking a 
cigarette and saw Williams approach (T 839). When Olive went back into the apartment 
Liti and Wallace were in the first bedroom, Miller and Pita were in the guest bedroom 
where the uboys " stayed (T 839). Darius Malaga and Anthony Lavulo were in the living 
room (T 839). 
Olive heard Williams try to open the door and it was locked Olive had not locked 
it and knew it was Williams trying not get in so she walked over to the door to open it for 
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Williams (T 840). Malaga was standing at the door looking through the peep-hole and 
Olive just moved him out of the way to open the door (T 841). Olive turned away to walk 
to her bedroom and then heard Williams yell. Olive looked back and say Malaga hit 
Williams and heard Williams yell (T 842). When Olive saw Malaga hitting Williams she 
ran to the bedroom to get Wallace (T843). 
Wallace ran to the front room where he, Lavulo, Pita and Malaga were beating 
Williams (T844). As Williams had come into the apartment Liti was on the couch, when 
the attack on Williams happened she got up and then Olive saw her standing next to Amy 
tavey inside the apartment (T 846). 
Tony Pita grabbed Amy Tavey and swung her inside the kitchen and hit her (T 
848). Olive denies that she ever grabbed Tavey, put her hand over mouth or hit her (T 
847). Olive is adamant that she could not have gotten over the couch and through where 
the attack was going on to even get to Tavey (T 847). Tavey fell to the floor and Pita 
stood over her telling her to keep her eyes on the floor (T 848). 
Olive ran to her and grabbed her hand and told her to get up so she could take her 
to the back bedroom (T 848). Tavey got up and Olive led her to Olive's room. Tavey 
was wearing the black leather coat when she came in and had it on when she went to the 
bedroom. She dropped her purse and Olive told her to grab it and bring it with her (T 
848-849). Tavey asked Olive on the way to the bedroom to "not hurt her" (T 858). Olive 
told her to be quiet, stay with her and nothing would happen to her (T 859). Olive, 
Tavey, Miller and Liti were all in the back bedroom (T 849). 
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Olive testified that everyone there was nigh that night- Liti, Olive and the "boys " 
(T 850). Olive did not know if Miller was high (T 851). Olive walked back out and saw 
that Williams was duct taped and she toldLavulo to get everyone out of there because it 
had gotten out of hand (T 852). Pita came and got Olive and told her to come downstairs 
with him-when she got there Malaga was there and they told her to help find William's 
car (T853). Malaga had pushed the electric remote to the car-it lit up- and Malaga told 
Olive and Pita to go back up the apartment (T 854). 
When Olive went back up the stairs to the apartment Lavulo was fixing up the 
mess they had made in the apartment Williams was in bathroom and Malaga was 
downstairs (T 854-856). 
Olive walked to the bedroom and Tavey was not there. Olive had left her sitting on a 
stool in the bedroom. When Olive asked where she Miller looked over at the hallway-
Wallace had Tavey on the floor in the hallway in a balled up position (T 856). Wallace 
was yelling at Tavey. Tavey no longer had the black leather jacket on her. Olive lied 
and told Wallace that Malaga was outside and that Malaga wanted Wallace out there (T 
857). Wallace left-Olive told Tavey to get up but she wouldn 't and told Olive that 
Wallace had told her to stay on the ground (T 858). Olive told her it was alright and to 
get up-- Tavey then got up and sat down (T 859). Olive grabbed a red sweatshirt out of 
the closet for Tavey to put on because it was cold and told everyone to get ready to go (T 
860). 
When Olive walked out of the bedroom no one was in the apartment except for 
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Lavulo (T 861). Lavulo was moving the couch back into place (T 861). Lavulo and 
Olive's car is an older Buick that has to be warmed up to drive, and Olive went 
downstairs to warm the car up (T 862). When she got outside Malaga was in William's 
car with the dome light on and the car was parked right in front of the walkway ( T 862). 
Malaga was flipping through a CD case looking for a CD and Olive knocked on the 
window and asked where he was going to go (T 863). Malaga answered that he was 
going to go to Murray (T 863). Williams had an apartment in Murray. Olive asked 
where Williams was at and Malaga answered that he did not know-Olive didn 7 want to 
ask anymore about what happened to Williams (T 863). 
At that point Miller, Tavey andLiti came down the apartment steps. Liti had 
Tavey by the elbow and was guiding her down the steps-guiding her toward the car (T 
864). When Taveyput the sweatshirt on she put the hood up herself-Olive insists that she 
did not put the hood over Tavey-that she put it over her head on her own (T 864). As the 
three girls walked to the car Tavey had her head down looking at the ground. She was 
not crying or talking (T 865). When Miller went to get in the car Olive's duffle bag was 
in the back seat behind Olive's seat so Olive told Miller to get in the front seat (T 865). 
Liti had told Tavey to get in the car and scoot over so Liti could get in (T 865). 
Olive stated that Liti told Tavey to get in the car and scoot over for Liti to get 
in-no one forced Tavey to get in-she was not pushed nor did she resist (T 866). Lavulo 
turned off the lights in the apartment, pulled the door shut and came and got in the car (T 
866). Olive drove out-Malaga was still sitting there in William's car. Olive had wanted 
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Malaga to follow her to her mother's house so they would not get pulled over because 
her license plates were expired (T 867), Olive was afraid she would get pulled over if 
Malaga did not follow her and drive close to prevent anyone from seeing the expired tags 
on the older car (T 867-868). 
Olive had told Miller that she would take her home and told Tavey she would take 
her where she wanted to go (T 869). Olive drove to the Lao house where Miller andLiti 
were going (T 871). When they got to the side ofLiti 's house, Malaga pulled up to the 
side of the car and Wallace told Olive "okay that 'sfar enough-were leaving " and they 
drove off (T 872). 
Olive understood this to mean that was as far as Malaga and Wallace were willing 
to follow her to cover her plates (T 872). Malaga, Wallace and Pita drove off (T 872). 
Olive put the car in park, Miller got out-Olive told her goodbye (T 873). Olive got back 
in the car and then Liti jumped out of the car-hugged Miller and got back in the car (T 
873). Liti asked if anyone had a cellphone she could use, when no one had one Olive 
turned the car around and parked on the other side of the street. Liti freaked out that 
Olive's brother would see them and Olive backed up the car to where she was before but 
on the opposite side of the road (T876). Liti got out to go use the phone (T 876) and 
Olive, Lavulo and Tavey sat in the car for 30 or forty minutes waitingfT 877). Olive 
asked Tavey where she wanted to go and Tavey said she had no where to go. Tavey told 
Olive that she had been kicked out of her mother's house and had no where to go. All of 
her belongings were in the back of William's car (1877). Olive started to offer Tavey the 
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use of their apartment andLavulo shook his head to indicate "no " so Olive suggested 
that a mutual friend of Tavey's and Olive 's-Tammy Hymas-could put her up for the 
night (T 877). Olive asked Tavey if Tammy was willing to take her in would Tavey go 
there and Tavey agreed to go if Olive would take her (T 877). Tavey then began to ask 
Olive about Williams-Tavey was worried that the "boys " were hurting him (T 878). 
Olive said after she dropped Tavey off that she would call the boys and find out what they 
did to Williams (T 878). Olive did not drive off because she was waiting for Liti (T 878). 
Liti came back once but would not get in the car because she said she was waiting for the 
boys (T 879). Olive knew Liti could not stay at the Lao house because she was having 
problems with her parents-but Liti would not get in the car and Olive did not want to 
leave without her (T880). 
As Olive was trying to get Liti in the ear-when Malaga drove up in William's car 
(T 881-884). Wallace leaned out the window and told them to stay there-then Malaga 
pulled up ahead and turned around and parked across the street (T 885). Malaga got out 
of the car and came walking towards Olive's car. Liti approached Darius Malaga and 
was putting her hands up like she was trying to stop him-but Malaga just walked around 
her and came up to Olive's car (T 886). Malaga got to the car, either Liti or Malaga 
opened the back door of the car and Malaga grabbed Amy Tavey by the arm and pulled 
her out of the car (T 887). 
Tavey looked at Olive and Olive told her everything would be okay-Olive did not 
believe that Darius Malaga would hurt Tavey (T 888). Malaga drug Tavey away from 
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the car and down the street (T 888). Liti was screaming for Olive to drive and everyone 
was telling Olive to go so Olive drove away and as she was driving away she heard gun 
shots (T 888-889). 
Liti asked to be taken back to her house so Olive drove back to the Lao residence 
and saw Teki or Harold walking from the apartment to the Lao residence-Olive honked 
and waived at him but he did not respond (T 891). 
Olive drove back to her apartment but when she got there the cops were around it 
As they drove by they saw Keith Williams and Liti said "Oh, shit. Oh shit, he did get 
away. " (T 892). Olive did not stop because she thought Williams was telling the cops he 
got beat up at her house (T 894). Olive was afraid to go home and afraid to be seen at 
Tammy fs house because she though Williams would retaliate so she parked away from 
Tammy's house but stayed there that night (T 898). Olive found out the next day that Liti 
left Tammy's house with Darius Malaga (T 898). 
It was the next day after Liti had met up with Olive andLavulo that Olive found 
out from the television that Tavey had been murdered by Malaga and dumped in the river 
(T 902). Olive was afraid to turn herself in to the police and tell what she knew because 
she was then threatened by someone and was afraid (T 905), Olive and Lavulo went to 
Lavulo 's dad's house but Olive was not welcome there so she left and was walking down 
the street. Lavulo joined her and then the police saw them and arrested the two of them 
(T 906). Olive, like many others in the case, did not tell the truth to the police when she 
was interviewed (T 907). Olive had been threatened and was afraid to talk about what 
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she saw (T 907). 
When Olive was shown a picture of Amy Tavey, her friend, Olive broke down and 
told who was there and what they did that night (T 908). Olive was cross examined and 
admitted that she lied to the police when interviewed (T 923). Olive testified that she was 
high when the detective interviewed her and that she lied to him (T 934) but not because 
of the threat of jail or the police but that she received a threat from someone else (T934). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Silia Olive asserts on appeal that the Felony Murder Statute set forth in Utah 
Code Annotated §76-5-203 should not apply to her. First, the rule is so archaic that it 
should be abolished or judicially abrogated now that minimum mandatory sentences and 
gang enhancements are applied to crimes. 
Second, by convicting her of the aggravated crime and the enhancements to that 
crime and the minimum mandatory sentence maximum as well as the Felony Murder-the 
state and federal rules prohibiting double jeopardy have been violated. As a sub-part to 
that claim, Silia Olive alleges her sentence is improper in its excessiveness and lack of 
foundation for the maximum time allowable under the law. 
Third, there was insufficient evidence to properly support a conviction for the 
4Officer Nathan Swensen, Jason Snow, Kelli Kershaw, Steven Ward, Kenneth Vowels, 
Brienna Stell, Junior Tuaone, George Headley, Curtis Wills, JejfRosgren, Kevin Judd, James 
Prior, and David Wakefield testified at trial but their testimony is either duplicative or not at 
issue in the appeal and therefore not referred to in the Statement of Facts other than as citation 
to support a statement by another witness. 
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predicate act to the felony murder as the homicide was not in furtherance of the 
underlying crime and was clearly the unforeseen, cold blooded act of another person. 
To raise these issues however, they had to either have been addressed in the trial 
court or there has to be a legitimate basis to raise them on appeal 
Ms. Olive asserts that this Court should review her claims either as properly 
raised here pursuant to Plain Error or Ineffective Assistance of Counsel for the failure to 
have them addressed in the lower Court. 
ARGUMENT 
UTAH'S FELONYMURDER STATUTE SHOULD NOTAPPLYTO SILIA OLIVE'S 
CONDUCT AS THE RULE SHOULD BE ABOLISHED AS AN APPLICATION OF LAW; 
IT IS A VIOLATION OF DOUBLE JEOPARDY AND THE REQUIRED PREDICATE 
ACT WAS NOT PROVEN 
Utah's Felony Murder Statue, Utah Code Annotated §76-5-203, as applied in this 
case provides: Criminal Homicide, Murder, a First Degree Felony, on or abut May 4, 
2002, at 1595 South Riverside Drive, in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, in violation of 
Title 76, Chapter 5, Section 203(2)(d), Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended in 2000, 
in that Silia Olive, a party to the offense, was engaged in the commission or attempted 
commission of a predicate offense as defined in Title 76, Chapter 5, Section 203 (1), Utah 
Code Annotated 1953 as Amended, or was a party to the predicate offense, and a person 
other the a party to the predicate offense, Amy Tavey was killed in the course of the 
commission, attempted commission, or immediate flight from the commission of 
attempted commission of the predicate offense. 
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ABROGATION OF THE RULE 
Silia Olive asserts that Utah should either abolish the felony murder rule by 
statute as some states in the United States have done, such as Kentucky and Hawaii. 
Indeed in England where the felony murder rule was created in common law, it has been 
abandoned after severe criticism. People v. Phillips, 4I4P.2d353, 360 (Cal. 1966), "We 
have thus recognized that the felony-murder doctrine expresses a highly artificial concept 
that deserves no extension beyond its required application. Indeed the rule itself has 
been abandoned by the courts of England, where it had its inception. It has been 
subjected to severe and sweeping criticism." 
In states that have not abolished the rule, the courts have restricted it either in 
scope-strict construction or in causal connection through consequence or in time; or 
even require a separate finding of mens rea. Silia Olive asserts that at the very least that 
is what should occur here. 
In California the underlying felony has to be separate and independent from the 
homicide. People v. Sears. 465 P.2d 867 (Cal. 1970); People v. Wilson. 462 P.2d 22 
(Cal. 1969). 
In Michigan the courts require that the murder occur while "the actor or one or 
more of his confederates is engaged in securing the plunder or in doing something 
immediately connected with the underlying crime." People v. Smith. 222 N.W.2d 172, 
179 (Mich. App. 1974). 
In Kansas and in Washington the courts require the homicide to be a natural and 
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probable consequence of the felony. State v. Maudlin, 529 P.2d 124, 126 (Kan. 1974); 
State v Diebold 277P.2d394, 396 (Wash 1929), "[TJhere must be such a legal 
relationship between the two that it can be said that the killing occurred by reason of and 
as part of the felony. " 
Michigan and Iowa require a separate finding of mens rea connected to the 
killing. However, Utah does not require the mens rea to commit murder, only the 
underlying felony. State v. Honie. 57 P. 3d 977 (Utah 2002). However, Silia Olive 
argues that the rule should be abolished in cases such as hers where one person involved 
in a felony, unexpectedly and without knowledge of the co-conspirators, murders 
someone execution style when such act is not a foreseeable part of the original felony 
crime. 
In Utah the Courts have held that there must be continuous action between the 
commission of the felony and the killing for the felony murder rule to apply. "We have 
repeatedly found that the phrase "while committing" denotes a continuing chain of 
events under our felony-murder statute. " State v. Johnson 740 P.2d 1264, 1267 (Utah 
1987). 
Here, where Darius Malaga's cold blooded, unexpected execution style murder of 
Amy Tavey was not planned by the participants in Keith William's assault, nor was it 
even foreseeable, and it was not in furtherance of the crime against Keith 
Williams-Darius Malaga's actions are independent from the conspiracy. Meaning, when 
Darius Malaga "flipped" out when he discovered Keith Williams was missing-his actions 
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no longer were in furtherance of the underlying crime i.e., to rob and assault Keith 
Williams. Darius Malaga }s unexpected, unforeseeable act set him apart from the rest of 
the people there that night when he asked uwhere is the girl? " and grabbed Amy Tavey 
from the car. His murder of Amy Tavey wasn 't a foreseeable consequence of the 
conspirator's actions that night. 
The very purpose of the felony murder rule is to deter people from committing 
felonies because they know if while committing a robbery for example an innocent 
bystander is caught in gunfire that they will be guilty of murder. Here, Darius's action of 
coming after Tavey was unforeseeable rage that the others, especially Silia Olive could 
not have anticipated cold have resulted from their actions that night. Here, Darius's 
action-murdering Tavey-was an act of malicious revenge. It had no connection to the 
original crime so the felony murder rule can not act as a deterrent. 
"Classic Felony murder does not concern intentional killings... The major purpose 
of the crime of felony murder is reach negligent or accidental killings that would not 
otherwise qualify as murder. " Ledewitz, The New Role of Statutory Aggravating 
Circumstances in American Death Penalty Law, 22 Duq.L.Rev. 317, 327 (1984). 
This is the purpose for the rule in Utah, "[felony murder] is a strict liability 
offense that enhances an otherwise unintentional killing to second degree murder. " State 
v. McCovev. 803 P. 2d 1234, 1238 (Utah 1990). 
Silia Olive asserts that Utah should follow suit with the very country that devised 
the felony murder rule, England, and through judicial abrogation eliminate the law-even 
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if its only for crimes in which other enhancements will apply, i.e., Kidnaping- gang-
enhanced crimes etc. 
The very rationale behind the rule is that the malice required to commit the felony 
is enough to transfer that intent to the "unintended" homicide. State v. Bluff 52 P. 3d 121 
(Utah 2002). However, when a co-conspirator or person acting in concert with another 
for the underlying crime acts out in rage or in malice (not in furtherance of the crime) 
their mens rea to commit the crime does not need to be transferred. Here, Darius 
Malaga's act of rage, his mens rea, has no need to be transferred to Silia Olive. 
In State v. Pierson. 12 P3d 103 (Utah Ct. App. 2000), the defendant and a co-
conspirator were involved in apian to steal marijuana. Upon entering the home both 
people fired their guns. The co-conspirator, not the defendant, killed the victim. 
However, the intent to commit the burglary was the same for both actors. The action of 
entering the home, carrying a gun and firing off a round of ammunition was the same for 
both actors. Where it could have been just as likely that defendant Pierson killed the 
victim and not the co-conspirator actor the felony murder rule clearly applied. 
Here, Silia Olive }s intent—taken at its worst-was to set up Keith Williams to be 
robbed, beaten or even killed. At no time did Silia Olive intend nor could she have 
foreseen that in a blind act of rage Darius Malaga would execute Amy Tavey. Darius 
Malaga's actions are his own and his mens rea for the murder of Amy Tavey should not 
transfer to Silia Olive. 
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LESSER iN( '/,/II U"«7i ()hWNSI< IX H fHI,hl JhH WARIn* 
Silia Olive asserts that her conviction of Kidnaping (76-5-302) was enhanced tt > 
nated Kidnaping and then enhanced again for the "Gang Enhancement ( 6-i 
*iiu men essentially enhanced again wun >u 
I "7>-) }0 < I" and tki sin li» iiitublt9 or triple enhancements are really lesser included 
offenses and should he treated as suck As such, these double and triple enhancements . 
i /< : )late the state and federal guarantees against double jeopardy 
I'll i Lin i i hull ilk I ' I ' I ' I J in murtlei \t\itute 11 I'll,if 11 in" underlying predicate at \\vni 
ret ill'i1 lessor included offenses did not go far in 1990 when it was raised bej b J e the Utah 
Supreme Court. The reasoning is as follows: "The traditional common law purpose of the 
convictions i ithout proving an) • form of mens m i 01 menial stale I he felonymurder 
statute automatically enhances the degree ofthi jj tse and punishment without ihe • 
^^essity of considering a mem rea or mental state, i.e , M he the 7 the felon intei i" I ; • I to 
unintentional killing to second degree murder. " State v. McCovev, 803 P. 2d 1234, J238 
(Utah 1990), Th • Court hinted in McComv. that the defendant should have raised a 
\ hum under boiU ike shth mid federal \ niiMiiiiiium iwi J hn inn wf double n ^pa^h 
Silia Olive raises both issues before this Court and asserts that statutory changes 
5
 The statute was modified in 2000 making the Felony Murder Statute a First Degree 
I" elony crime and making other changes to the law as it was cited here in 1990. 
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since McCovey. make the issue ripe for review. Since the decision inMcCovey Utah has 
modified the Felony Murder Statute to make the penalty a first degree felony with a 
punishment of Five to Life. Additionally, since the time ofMcCovey Utah has enacted the 
"GangEnhancement" statute in 76-3-203.1 making any defendant subject to an 
enhanced penalty if the underlying crime was committed in concert with two or more 
persons. 
The result of the enhanced, enhancement is that Silia Olive was sentenced to a 
Fifteen year (15) minimum to Life maximum sentence for the Kidnaping and consecutive 
to that, a Five (5) year minimum to Life maximum for the murder that she did not have 
any part in committing. 
These new statutory enhancements enacted since the decision inMcCovey, make 
this issue one which needs to be reviewed by this Court. The reasons for this are as 
follows: 1) inMcCovey. the Court ruled that the victim of the robbery was different from 
the victim of the murder. Here the victim of the Kidnaping is the same as the murder. 
Indeed, Silia Olive was acquitted of the crime of Aggravated Robbery of Keith Williams. 
2) in McCovev. it was the defendant who committed the robbery and the defendant who 
fired the gun killing the murder victim. Here, Silia Olive was convicted of Kidnaping 
Amy Tavey and that crime was enhanced for committing it with other people. However, 
Silia Olive did not murder Amy Tavey In fact the jury did not specify if the person who 
committed the murder, Darius Malaga, was a co-conspirator to the Aggravated 
Kidnaping of Amy Tavey or not. The record does not reflect that Darius Malaga ever 
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even in knowledged the fnvsem e of 4in 
her to the river to kill her. • 
Unlike McCovev* there are two defendants. One which commits the Kidnaping 
and one who commits the murder However, they ui < at^ convicted o) amspmh I" io 
mim ' Kidnaping l:th lh dplhndmit was i imvii led of differing acts. The fur) did mot 
specify ij the gang enhanced .ping included Malaga or not Silia was convicted of a 
misdemeanor conspiracy to commit assault on Keith Williams however this crime cannot 
I i: " II se "i i as a predicate j 
3) Here, unlike in McCovev, there are other more serious enhancements already 
, >u.*>. other than the I-elom Murder statute Silia (11 h* got a minimum of Fifteen years 
- .... ;//c twict ennancedKianapingconviction Jf a? h .;,. .. , . .<ulon\ Mui\ ' 
>** .• vhnncen* i ' •-' !i :'r- *'. ' -int require proof of 
mens rea, Id, at 1233, then thi± Court should determine how many enhancemei its < :.i n i 
legally apply to the underlying crime before there is a violation of the lesser included 
I U>n\i iiih i i ilu I kh tnne \*f Ihmhle JioptinJv. • ' • ' • 
^ilja Qnve asserts tfat ffe three tiered enhancement of her crime is a violation of 
the double Jeopardy clause of the Fifth Amendment not the United States Constitu 
tiiitt I Ink A State ( omtiiuiiofi Imelc I, Section I ! tin federal provision i.\ ikai uor 
shall any person be subject for the same offense ' ^ **< • ••' » .~ *. * *>>
 or 
The Fifth Amendment applies i th citizens ihrr- ^ Fourteenth 
Amendment 
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Utah's Constitution has a similar provision which sets forth "..nor shall any 
person be twice put in Jeopardy for the same offense. "Ms. Olive also asserts that the 
three tiered enhancement is a violation of Utah Code Annotated §76-1-402, the provision 
for lesser included offenses. 
Silia Olive claims that by sentencing her to a minimum of fifteen years for the 
twice enhanced Kidnaping crime and then to add a consecutive five to life sentence for 
the murder she did not commit-or know it was to be committed-or could be (complete 
lack of ability to prove mens red) simply as a third enhancement to the underlying 
predicate crime is excessive. 
Here, Silia Olive adopts the reasoning set forth inMcCovey. that pursuant to 
Blockburger v. United States. 284 U.S. 299 (1932) "that the same act or transaction 
constitutes a violation of two distinct Statutory provisions, the test to be applied to 
determine whether there are two offenses or only one, is whether each provision requires 
proof of a fact which the other does not. " See also State v. Finlavson 956 P. 2d 283 
(Utah Ct. App. 1998) 
To be guilty of kidnaping Amy Tavey the jury had to find that Olive intentionally 
or knowingly, without authority of law and against the will of Amy Tavey did seize, 
confine, or detain her. It becomes aggravated if Olive sought to do so with the intent to 
facilitate the commission or inflight after the commission of a felony. However, the jury 
acquitted Olive of ANY UNDERLYING FELONY. Olive was not found guilty of any 
felony in relation to Keith Williams. 
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i""lr trime i / kuUhipmy was enhtiiu ed ilieiyilh io i\\\vmv\\Uul Kidmtpim1 \i\ HO 
underlying felony was committed by Olive. Then the aggravated Kidnaping w u* -*0—.. 
enhanced alleging that Olive committed the crime with others Then that crime is 
enhanced again-agam tMivv asserts illegally staling thai in iln i ommiwum of tin < nine 
of Kidnaping Olh >< • < '< mmitted mm 1 7 : However, Olive clearly did not hurt Amy I a vey. 
No where did the jury find that Darius Malaga was a coconspirator to Olive in the • 
Kidnaping of Amy Tavey and that his unexpected, unforeseeable act oj violence woul i 
h ' W / / / in I ' I i v ... • ' ' . ' . 
Silia Olive asserts that in the event that this Court finds that the 'twice enhanced 
i rime of Aggravated Kidnaping with the Gang Enhancement is proper, such a crime is a 
predicate i ict Here 1 'avey ' was taken by the ugang' '' helt i again st her will, and while 
being held a member of the that "gang " committed the murder. To find the First Degree 
t- iony Murder in this case the fury had to find the included offense of the enhath i'a 
•" (un# Ihe greatei wi » m\mlei in t\ r<> 1 tmsfnhiUir 111 \i yang < nhanced •• ' 
Kidnaping requires all the elements of the enhanced Kidm iping to be proven first i.e., to 
find the felony murder you must find that Olive took Tave) ,1 g i \ i:,l 1 .:"! if her will, with the 
liiieiii 1 ii'iwfui 1! leiont ffletim; from > \\ilvmptmy lammnm ni lehin\ mimtn appl\ \is 
Olive was acquitted of those crimes by the fur)
 :;j against 2 'avey ' and in the process oj the 
gang-enhanced crime, a member of the gang unexpectedly and without the knowledge or 
participation of the other gang members— murdered 2 a \>>v 
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Silia Olive asserts that the "greater-lesser" test has been met in this case. It has 
been met here, unlike in McCovey fourteen years ago because since that time Utah has 
enacted gang-enhanced crimes and has enhanced the penalty for felony murder Now, a 
defendant such as Olive can receive more time for the underlying, non-felony murder 
enhanced crime itself-than the felony murder penalty. 
In so far as this act of double jeopardy results in double counting of time for 
sentence purposes, Silia Olive asserts that her sentences are unfair. In State v. Russell 
791 P. 2d 188 (Utah 1990) the Utah Supreme Court agreed with the defendant that the 
"severity of the offenses " could not serve as an aggravating circumstance when imposing 
minimum mandatory sentences because the legislature "already considered the severity 
of the crime when it made the crime subject to the minimum mandatory sentencing 
statute. " Only additional aggravating factors can lawfully support a maximum 
mandatory sentence. No factors were set forth by the court in this case. 
Finally, as the Trial Court failed to set forth on the record its findings to support 
the aggravating factors to support its departure from the minimum term for the gang-
enhanced, Aggravated Kidnaping its departure from the minimum term should be deemed 
plain error. State v. Diaz. 55 P. 3d 1131 (Utah Ct. App. 2002). 
INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF THE PREDICATE ACT 
As set forth above, Silia Olive asserts that as the jury acquitted her of any felony 
crime involving Keith Williams (D 305, 306), the only way to properly convict her of 
Aggravated Kidnaping was to find the intent to commit a felony crime against Amy Tavey 
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her* *• n u w i I is thviv any iikheod m I kit i" V/v< IieliiiimmosUy Umml 
Tavey other than making a comment to Williams months prior when Tavey had 
apparently filed criminal charges against Williams that Olive would rough her up. Since 
that time .-• • auppan ,. • •> << 
with her new boyfriend Kao and there was no indication of animosity, 
No where in the record is there evidence that Olive intended to hurt Tavey that 
bringing 7 avey that Olive intended to put 2 'avey in harms way. i igain, there is no 
evidence that the uboys " were going to hurt Tavey The) > wanted to exact revenge on 
Liz were friends. Furthermore, Olive ne ver told the '' boy Js' ' ' thai 7 'avey ' I vas coming up 
with Williams. 
7 'he only evidence that Olive kit tnaped 7 "avey was testimony from Amanda Miller, 
i! iillerbe\ie\ >edthat • Imy 7 i :i i ey i i h o 
behind Williams, was in the < f •< « tment at the time Darius Xla™a 2 avey 
walked in and saw what was happening her mouth dropped open (T199) Olive put her 
h\wd \if\ over /on \ it nili \ i I n'VI \liilei lesli/ivd ihoi itivi in nidi wvarmghhw jeans, 
a i ed t-shirt and was adamant that Tavey > was' not wearing a black leather jacket (T159). 
Miller testified that Olive walked Tavey to Olive Js bedroom in the back of the apartment 
i ' / ^ ' l " hey walked arm m til m \ with no sign that ()hv? was taking Tavey against her 
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will (T199)). Once back in the bedroom Olive put a "hoodie " sweatshirt type of shirt on 
Tavey that was red in color (T161). 
However, Miller's credibility is at issue. Miller testified that Malaga told her not 
to talk to the police, to deny that she was there that night or apart of anything (T 275). 
Miller told the police that she believed that Malaga shot Tavey because he wanted 
Williams and Williams had escaped (T 276), not because that was the intent of the gang 
all along. 
Miller testified that when she went to the car Tavey was already in the car and 
Olive walked down from the apartment to the car by herself ( T 278). Once in the car 
Olive had told Tavey to just be quiet and she would be alright (T 236). Miller also stated 
that she believed that Olive was going to take Tavey home or wherever she was supposed 
to go but that she was going to be let go (T 290). This is the most crucial piece of 
evidence—Miller-the most damaging witness to Silia Olive-indeed the ONLY witness to 
show any significant contact between Olive and Tavey, testified that she never believed 
Olive was going to do anything with Tavey other than to take her home or wherever she 
wanted to go. There is not one piece of contradictory evidence to show that Silia Olive 
intended to kidnap Amy Tavey. Of all people Silia Olive knew how unpredictable and 
violent gang members that were high o drugs and out for revenge could be. Olive's 
intent was to keep Tavey quiet, make her as inconspicuous as possible, get her out of the 
apartment and get to her to a safe place to stay. 
In support of that argument it is important to note that Miller testified that when 
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i/iTi'1 hiapppfi tfal i ii be ih / in home i IfiiAfiM nullvd ui in a \ tii behind them in m / 
for a moment and then drove off (7 2 v~/m When Miller heard the gun shots she w**,* 
out hut saw only Olive's car alone on the street - the car Malaga was in was not there (T 
\ h \ ) . • . ' . ' : - • • . • • • • . 
Furthermore, look at the disparity in treatment h hlivr \idmilted that despite her 
knowing what the plan wasfo1 , * " 1i" w\ her role in luring Williams over to the 
apartment, her presence in Olive \s car and her participating in making the plan go 
11 in in HI in n1 \ftll\f iiiin HI 11 M I'/IM i"i ii1 mi nh mi wm\ ID \vbitnm in ila mtntki of Inn ( MI m 
or the assault, robbery or Kidnaping of Williams (T 308). Miller, like Olive, was told 
that if she did not cooperate u an me state thai she could be charged and given the death 
cii'iMil", ' * :c pi,i.*^ *n< wouiv, ./t >uhert iu prison mt 
like an old bitch' vas taken 
one (T 311) and told that by cooperating she would nui b^ charged (1 312). 
Miller admitted that the police would make a statement about what they thought 
that she got legal advise from the prosecutor (T 313), was told she was doing # " J »»"" her 
testimony during the trial by the detectives and prosecutor (T 313\ Shv also admHivi I 
i"1""" i i'1" i11"'"1 » i < » » i ' » v I'M ' M>4'<y lii fiiilh, i Iff i" memory was foggy fr mi dongso many drugs 
and that the interview with the police on the 14th shovh / fa "st rapped" ( 1 " S 2 5 ). 
Where Miller admitted to using meth on a daih bi^is, admitted that the drugs 
made her memory foggy, admitted that it caused problems with remembering details 
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when talking to police and most importantly admitted to lying under oath during the 
preliminary hearing ofSilia Olive, Miller is not a credible witness. Added to that is her 
admission that the police would give her a statement about what they thought happened 
that night and Miller would agree with it because she was afraid if she did not cooperate 
she would be charged with a crime in the case. Miller even admitted that the police told 
her she could get the death penalty and implied she would be assaulted or be an uold 
bitch" in the prison (T 310-311). 
With Miller being the only witness to establish any connection between Olive and 
Tavey (Liti saw Olive in the bedroom telling Tavey to be quiet when Tavey said"don't 
hurt me ") even if her veracity is without question, there is still insufficient facts to find 
that Olive committed a Kidnaping of Amy Tavey. There is no evidence that Tavey did not 
get into Olive's car willingly. Indeed, as set forth above, the witness against 
Olive-Amanda Miller-testified that she truly believed that Tavey was getting into the car 
so that Olive could take Tavey home or wherever she wanted to go (T 290). 
To find Aggravated Kidnaping of Amy Tavey there must be a showing that Olive 
intended to commit a felony on Amy Tavey (no acts involving Keith Williams are 
applicable due to the acquittal of the felony charges). However, there was not one 
witness to show that at the time Olive and Tavey got into the car that there was any intent 
to commit a felony on Tavey. 
Lastly, to find the ((gang enhancements " there must be two or more people 
involved in the Kidnaping of Tavey However, even assuming that this Court finds 
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fT/ficjiiV' sufficient to support iin tiyyritvtited i> idnapmi' i haryi i n 
evidence to find she committed that act in concert with 'two or mure people. No where is 
there testimony that Liti, Miller, or any of the "boys " helped to Kidnap Tavey. • 
f >RkSh RI A i It )N I if < lL I M L i c) \ A17 "HA I 
Where the trialothmw\ lid not raise the ehwm a hi therefore preserve them in 
the trial court; Silia Olive asserts that she can raise the claims set forth above under 
three different provisions First when a claim such as this is not preserved at the tri al 
It is SQ obvious that the Court should have discovered the problem and moved to address 
the issue sua sponte. "To succeed on a claim of plain error, a defendant has the burden 
shoM ing (I) fajn error exists, ( ii) the error should hm e been ob vious to the ft i :i i 
See also State v. Helmick 9 PJd 164 (Utah 2000), State v. Hubbard 48 PJd 953 (Utah 
i!n" reeorti / "iir/i1 nidi ih i fluit no chum was prewired i wlow Howevi , the 
felony murder rule and its affect to the two other enhancements for Aggravuivu 
Kidnaping are so severed and constitute such multiple penalties that the trial court 
\funild have foreseen thai this issue /<•< tiiui in u> dealt in h f urthermore, had (fie Iran 
court ad(iresse(i these issues it is highly > likely that Silia OH i >e yvt wild he t -i nvirted of a .- -
crime similar to Pita or Lavuh > As it stands, Silia Olive will not even be eligible for 
parole for twenty years. Without the errors committed below with the application of the 
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felony murder rule and the aggravated predicate act, Silia Olive would not have been 
sentenced to a minimum mandatory sentence of a length greater than the underlying 
homicide provides for in this case. 
Second, if this Court finds that plain error is not appropriate to warrant review of 
the issues raised in this brief Silia Olive asserts-for purposes of getting the claims 
reviewed by this Court-that her trial attorney committed ineffective assistance of counsel. 
To establish ineffective assistance of counsel, a defendant must show that trial 
counsel "^rendered deficient performance [that] fell below an objective standard of 
reasonable professional judgment9 and that ^counsel's performance prejudiced'" the 
defendant. State v. Maestas. 984 P.2d 376 (Utah 1999), citing Strickland v. Washington. 
466 U.S. 668 (1984). 
Here Ms Olive raises the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel for the first time 
and only for purposes of seeking review of her three claims. Where ineffective assistance 
of counsel claims are raised for the first time on appeal they are reviewed as a matter of 
law. See Maestas, Id. 
Silia Olive asserts that her trial attorney should have researched the application 
of the felony murder statute and filed any motion necessary to preserve the right to 
challenge the state statute when her conviction under the law had such a tenuous 
connection to the murder committed by Darius Malaga. By failing to research the 
statute, its unpopularity in other states and the exceptions to its application in this case, 
the attorney's conduct rendered deficient performance and fell below the objective 
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\huititii\i is llifi J I \n Ii mi i ifiVi'i ' wnd \nirUnen\ ehim failure to preserve il elearly 
prejudices Silia Olive. . 
Finally, this Court has ruled that a sentence will not be overturned on appeal 
unless lll|lll|l)(, nidi ttmn iki\ abusui u\s diM tetton failed la t ansidei till legally relevant 
factors, or imposed a sentence that exceeds legally prescribed limits." State v. Nuttall 
861 P.2d454, 457 (I Itah CiApp. 1993); State v. Schweitzer. 943 V 2d 649, - ? 
< I" , ipp 1997). Olive asserts that her illegal sentence clearly exceeds proscribei i limits 
I i i" i el ation It \ente % e issues this ( ami lias heltl fit a im/iasitian a '" ti senteth e i 
within the discretion of the trial court See Schweitzer, at 651. ' ' We will reverse om * 
the sentence was imposed without regard to "legally relevant factors" or in an 
inherently unfair manner, m i I he sememe was rfclearly excessiveff or exceeded the 
ffUmits prescribed by law "  It i 
Rule 22 (e) of the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure permits the appeals court to 
"consider the legality oj a sentence even if the issue is rai s\ : • i foi thi • | irst time on 
Finlavson. 956 P. 2d 283 (Utah Ct. App. 1998). 
" /in < >hvt respet /fully reifu* n • - ml ifun the belony Murder statute 
in Utah was in appropriately applied to her. She asks this Court to judicial! 
the statute if not • y to > „ al least when it is applied in conjunction with crimes already 
enhanced. 
Second, Ms, Olive asserts her state and federal constitutional rights of double 
jeopardy have been violated by sentencing her to a crime that should be a lesser included 
offense of her other conviction. This also makes her sentence unfair in double counting 
the enhancements and minimum mandatory penalties. 
Finally, Ms, Olive asserts that there was insufficient evidence to find her guilty of 
the kidnaping or Aggravated, or gang-enhanced crime of Kidnaping of Amy Tavey. The 
murder of Amy Tavey was the brutal and unexpected act of Darius Malaga, who out of 
anger and frustration that Keith Williams had disappeared, took out his rage on an 
unexpected person. It was not a gang conspiracy to kidnap or harm Amy, carried out or 
thought up by Silia Olive, For these reasons, Silia Olive, seeks to have this Court vacate 
her convictions, 
si 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED thi&\ 'day of ^XVU'CLVW 2004. 
VUUEfeEOKGE 
A ttorneyfor Appellant 
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ADDENDA 
ADhKNDUM A 
3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SILIA OLIVE, 
Defendant 
MINUTES 
SENTENCE, JUDGMENT, COMMITMENT 
Case No: 021906399 FS 
Judge: ANTHONY B. QUINN 
Date: March 17, 2003 
PRESENT 
Clerk: jillenew 
Reporter: WARNICK, SUZANNE 
Prosecutor: WILLIAM K KENDALL 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): GARCIA, 
DEFENDANT INFORMATION 
Date of birth: December 5, 1978 
CAT/CZC 
MANNY C. 
CHARGES 
2. AGGRAVATED KIDNAPPING - 1st Degree Felony 
- Disposition: 01/28/2003 Guilty 
3. MURDER - 1st Degree Felony 
- Disposition: 01/28/2003 Guilty 
4. CONSPIRACY - Class C Misdemeanor 
- Disposition: 01/28/2003 Guilty 
SENTENCE PRISON 
Based on the defendant's conviction of AGGRAVATED KIDNAPPING a 1st 
Degree Felony, the defendant is sentenced to an indeterminate term 
of not less than fifteen years and which may be life in the Utah 
Szaze Prison. 
Based on the defendant's conviction of MURDER a 1st Degree Felony, 
zhe defendant is sentenced to an indeterminate term of not less 
-.han five years and which may be life in the Utah State Prison. 
COMMITMENT is to begin immediately. 
Page 1 
Case No: 021906399 
Date: Mar 17, 2003 
To the SALT LAKE County Sheriff: The defendant is remanded to your 
custody for transportation to the Utah State Prison where the 
defendant will be confined. 
SENTENCE PRISON CONCURRENT/CONSECUTIVE NOTE 
Prison time on counts 1&2 to run consecutive. Count 3 jail time tc 
run concurrent with prison time. 
SENTENCE JAIL 
Based on the defendant's conviction of CONSPIRACY a Class C 
Misdemeanor, the defendant is sentenced to a term of 90 day(s) 
Restitution is ordered in the amount of $7,979.18 in behalf of the 
victim Amy Tavey. 
Dated this ' / day of f 'day  IP^IXJ^. 20<£g 
Judge 
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vs. 
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Defendant/Appellant, 
NOTICE OF APPEAL °wa5r 
Trial Court No. 021906399FS 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Rule 3,4 Utah Rules of 
Appellant Procedure (UCA, 1953 as amended), that 
Defendant/Appellant, Silia Olive, through counsel, Manny Garcia, 
appeals to the Utah Supreme Court the Final Judgment and Conviction 
in this matter as rendered on March 17, 2003, by the Honorable 
Judge Anthony Quinn in the Third District Court in and for Salt 
Lake County, State of Utah. 
The appeal is taken from the entire Judgment. 
DATED this ) / day of April, 2003, 
INY GARCIA 
Attorney of Record 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Notice of Appeal was mailed, postage prepaid, to Salt Lake County 
District Attorney's Office, 2001 South State Street, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84190, this )l day of April, 2003. 
